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Belo and 944 Magazine proudly welcome DJ AM for an encore performance on April 6, 2006.
Tickets can be purchased at www._____.  Doors open promptly at 6:00 pm.

Since DJ AM’s triumphant performance at belo’s Grand Opening on February 2, the energy and
atmosphere at belo have continued to set the pace for San Diego nightlife.  Establishing itself
strongly as San Diego’s only true dance “superclub,” belo is now the destination for club-goers
wanting a real club experience.

DJ AM’s performances create the electricity and excitement of the world’s top clubs.  Now, belo’s
guests will have that experience again on April 6.

His name has become synonymous with what is happening in the top clubs in New York, Las
Vegas and Miami.  DJ AM’s regular gigs also include the cream of the top clubs in Los Angeles,
where the stars come to dance to his beats.  Currently, he appears weekly at the Concorde in
Hollywood, as well as the Hard Rock Hotel in Las Vegas.

Belo is San Diego’s only true “superclub,” in the mold of Crobar (Chicago, New York, Miami) and
Ministry of Sound (London).  With over 20,000 square feet of hot, ultra-chic décor; three different
rooms; and top-flite, internationally-known DJ talent; belo is unique, not only in San Diego, but in
all of Southern California.  The club is named for its location nestled under the Gaslamp.

The ultimate club experience greets belo’s guests, with a variety of rooms, each with their own
atmosphere and ambience.  The 60's-inspired décor, which has been described as both retro and
post-modern cool, creates great vibes in each room:  the electric green room for dancing the night
away, and the red room for more subdued, intimate moments. As in the top clubs in the world,
belo’s psychedelic VIP areas offer several views of the happenings, and boast welcoming,
impeccable service.

944 Magazine is the hottest, fastest growing magazine in the West. 944 is the source for
everything about the Southwest club scene, fashion, entertainment, and events.  With individual
issues for San Diego, Los Angeles, Las Vegas, and Phoenix, 944 delivers the goods on the
hottest events, and club happenings for each city.

With the club scene exploding out of the mold of the usual in San Diego, belo and 944 Magazine
will continue to stay on the cutting edge of the club and events scene.

For more information, please contact Jessica Cline, Director of Sales and Marketing, at
619-231-9200, or Jessica@belosandiego.com
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